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What's hot: USA
Facts and stats
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CAR CRAZ.Y!
Ml;t'.""";1?'
are made by
Cår. Whether going
shopping, visiting a
beauty spot or heading
out for a meal, You
usually drive. 0utside
the cities, many
people live a long waY
from shops, schoots
and work, so their cars
are important to them.
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DIIIVING
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In most states, You can get a driving
licence at 16 years of age. In some states
you have to be 18 or 21.

Daniel SPerling
and Deborah Gordon,
Two BiIIion Cars
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YOIJNG PEOPLE AND CAIIS

Today, there are about 150 million cars
in the USA: one for every two Americans

These days, young Americans are using
cars less than they did in the past.
Cost, traffic and parking problems, and

(including children and other people
who don't drive). As a result, many
roads in and around cities are extremely
busy. City centres regularly suffer f rom
'gridlock', which is when ihere's so much
traff ic that none of it moves. When you
DO get to where you're going, finding
somewhere to park is often tricky.

concern for the environment have all
made driving less attractive. lnstead,
young people use a combination of
walking, bicycles and public transport,
Doing this has become easier in some US
states. ln California, for example, you can
load your bike on to the front of a bus.
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If you like to bike, take a visit to Portland,

Oregon.

the highest percentage of cyclists anywhere in the
Bike hightights include:

The Naked Bike Ride in Junc:
thousands of naked people cycle through the city

Worst Day of the Year Ride:
one weekend in February, 4,000 riders pedal
through the winter gloom, dreaming of summer

It has

USA.

